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8:2 Bibliographic Formats and Standards

8xx Introduction

8xx fields Use fields 800–830 for series added entries when the series added entry differs from 
the series statement or when the series statement is in a note. Use fields 800, 810 
and 811 for series added entries in name/title form.

Use field 830 for series added entries in title form. See “4xx Introduction” for 
information on printing series information.

When adding a heading that is nonstandard and meaningful only for your institution, 
use the fields below, which are retained in institution records, but not in master 
records.

896 Local Series Added Entry–Personal Name (R)
897 Local Series Added Entry–Corporate Name (R)
898 Local Series Added Entry–Meeting Name (R)
899 Local Series Added Entry–Uniform Title (R)

Obsolete 4xx fields Fields 400, 410, and 411 are obsolete. OCLC has run a database scan to convert 
them. Records containing these fields fail validation. You may find these fields in 
local systems in records used prior to this change.

Current cataloging If you are inputting current cataloging, construct entries according to Anglo-
American Cataloguing Rules, second edition (AACR2) and Library of Congress 
(LC) practice. Search the OCLC Authority File to verify forms of entry.

Use current LC-AACR2 or AACR2-compatible forms of names and uniform titles. 
If the current LC-AACR2 or AACR2-compatible form is unknown, construct the 
heading according to AACR2 and the Library of Congress Rule Interpretations 
(LCRIs).

Retrospective 
cataloging

If you are inputting retrospective cataloging, search the OCLC Authority File to 
verify forms of entry.

Use current LC-AACR2 or AACR2-compatible forms of names and uniform titles. 
If the current LC-AACR2 or AACR2-compatible form is unknown, you may enter 
the pre-AACR2 form, but you are encouraged to construct the heading according to 
AACR2 and the LCRIs.

See section 2.2, “Transcribing Pre-AACR2 Copy,” for more information.
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800 Series Added Entry–Personal Name (R) 
Input Standards

Definition A name/title series added entry in which the author portion is a personal name. Use 
when the added entry form of a series is different from that in the corresponding 
series statement. Field 800 is usually justified by a series statement (field 490) or a 
general note (field 500) relating to the series. For reproductions, it may be justified 
by a series statement in field 533 (Reproduction Note), subfield ‡f. Use for the 
following types of personal names: 

Names of persons capable of authorship
Phrases having the structure of forenames or surnames. Use this type of entry if a 
phrase characterizes an author and is the only clue to the author’s identity 
Names of families

See the Input Standards table for a list of indicator values and subfields and field 
100 for instructions and additional examples.

Examples 800 1 Armstrong, Louis, ‡d 1900-1971. ‡4 prf ‡t Louie Armstrong (Universal 
City Studios) ; ‡v 6.

Required if applicable/Optional
1st Indicator Type of personal name entry element
0 Forename
1 Surname
3 Family name
2nd Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Personal name (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡b Numeration (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡c Titles and other words associated with a name (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡d Dates associated with a name (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡e Relator term (R) Optional/Optional
‡f Date of a work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡g Miscellaneous information  (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡h Medium (NR) Do not use/Do not use
‡j Attribution qualifier (R) Optional/Optional
‡k Form subheading (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡l Language of a work  (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡m Medium of performance for music  (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡n Number of part/section of a work  (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡o Arranged statement for music (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡p Name of part/section of a work (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡q Fuller form of name  (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡r Key for music (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡s Version (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡t Title of a work (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡u Affiliation  (NR) Optional/Optional
‡v Volume/sequential designation (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡4 Relator code  (R) Optional/Optional
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800 Series Added Entry–Personal Name (R)  (cont.)

800 1 Bach, Johann Sebastian, ‡d 1685-1750. ‡t Sonaten und Partiten, ‡m 
violin, ‡n BWV 1001-1006 (Temerson).

800 1 Berenholtz, Jim, ‡d 1957- ‡t Teachings of the feathered serpent ; ‡v bk. 
1.

800 1 Donaldson, Stephen R. ‡t Chronicles of Thomas Covenant, the 
Unbeliever ; ‡v bk. 1.

800 1 Joyce, James, ‡d 1882-1941. ‡t James Joyce archive.

800 1 McCaffrey, Anne. ‡t Dragonriders of Pern.

800 1 Poe, Edgar Allan, ‡d 1809-1849. ‡t Works. ‡l German. ‡f 1922. ‡s Rosl 
; ‡v 1. Bd.

800 1 Shakespeare, William, ‡d 1564-1616. ‡t Works. ‡f 1984. ‡s Cambridge 
University Press.

800 1 Sousa, John Philip, ‡d 1854-1932. ‡t Marches, ‡m band. ‡k Selections 
(Sousa American bicentennial collection) ; ‡v v. 1.

1st Indicator Type of personal name entry element

0 Forename

1 Surname

3 Family name

2nd Indicator Undefined

b/ Undefined

Printing Field 800 prints as a heading and tracing. Subfields ‡u and ‡4 do not print. See “4xx 
Introduction” for more information.
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810 Series Added Entry–Corporate Name (R) 
Input Standards

Definition A name/title series added entry in which the author portion is a corporate name. Use 
when the added entry form of a series is different from that in the corresponding 
series statement. An 810 field is usually justified by a series statement (field 490) or 
a general note (field 500) relating to the series. For reproductions, it may be justified 
by a series statement in field 533 (Reproduction Note), subfield ‡f.

Corporate names are the names of agencies, associations, businesses, firms, 
governments, institutions, nonprofit enterprises, performing groups, etc. Use for the 
following types of corporate names:

Organized bodies entered directly under their own names 
Organized bodies entered under names of political jurisdictions 
Political jurisdictions standing alone 
Special corporate names, such as names of abbeys, cathedrals, churches, 
denominations, monasteries, missions, musical groups, parishes, priories, 
programs, studies and vessels (e.g., Catholic Church, Dire Straits (Musical 
group), Monasterio Las Descalzas (Lima, Peru), New York Philharmonic, or 
Writers’ Program)

Required if applicable/Optional
1st Indicator Type of corporate name entry element
0 Inverted name
1 Jurisdiction name
2 Name in direct order
2nd Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Corporate name or jurisdiction name as entry element (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡b Subordinate unit (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡c Location of meeting (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡d Date of meeting or treaty signing (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡e Relator term (R) Optional/Optional
‡f Date of work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡g Miscellaneous information (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡h Medium (NR) Do not use/Do not use
‡k Form subheading (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡l Language of a work (NR) Required if applicable /Required if applicable
‡m Medium of performance for music (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡n Number of part/section/meeting (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡o Arranged statement for music (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡p Name of part/section of a work (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡r Key for music (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡s Version (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡t Title of a work (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡u Affiliation  (NR) Optional/Optional
‡v Volume/sequential designation (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡4 Relator code  (R) Optional/Optional
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810 Series Added Entry–Corporate Name (R)  (cont.)

Names of conferences, conventions, exhibitions, expeditions, festivals and 
meetings entered indirectly, that is, under the name of a corporate body (e.g., 
Labour Party (Great Britain). Conference) 

See the Input Standards table for a list of indicator values and subfields and field 
110 for instructions and additional examples.

Examples 810 1 United States. ‡b Dept. of the Army. ‡t Field manual.

810 2 Central Institute of Indian Languages. ‡t CIIL linguistic atlas series ; ‡v 
1.

810 2 John Bartholomew and Son. ‡t Bartholomew world travel series ; ‡v 10.

1st Indicator Type of corporate name entry element

0 Inverted name

1 Jurisdiction name

2 Name in direct order

2nd Indicator Undefined

b/ Undefined

Printing Field 810 prints as a heading and tracing. Subfields ‡u and ‡4 do not print. See “4xx 
Introduction” for more information.
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811 Series Added Entry–Meeting Name (R) 
Input Standards

Definition A name/title series added entry in which the author portion is a meeting or 
conference name. Use when the added entry form of a series is different from that in 
the corresponding series statement. An 811 field is usually justified by a series 
statement (field 490) or a general note (field 500) relating to the series. For 
reproductions, it may be justified by a series statement in field 533 (Reproduction 
Note), subfield ‡f. Series added entries for meetings entered subordinately to a 
corporate body are recorded in field 810. 

Conference or meeting names are the names of athletic contests, conferences, 
exhibitions, expositions, festivals, meetings and scientific expeditions. See “4xx 
Introduction” for more information.

See the Input Standards table for a list of indicator values and subfields and field 
111 for instructions and additional examples.

Examples 811 2 Conference of Latin Americanist Geographers. ‡t Publication series ; ‡v 
v. 1.

811 2 Delaware Symposium on Language Studies. ‡t Delaware symposia on 
language studies ; ‡v 4.

Required if applicable/Optional
1st Indicator Type of meeting name entry element
0 Inverted name
1 Jurisdiction name
2 Name in direct order
2nd Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Meeting name or jurisdiction name as entry element (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡c Location of meeting  (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡d Date of meeting (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡e Subordinate unit (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡f Date of a work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡g Miscellaneous information (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡h Medium (NR) Do not use/Do not use
‡j Relator term (R) Optional/Optional
‡k Form subheading (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡l Language of a work (NR) Required if applicable /Required if applicable
‡n Number of part/section/meeting (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡p Name of part/section of a work (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡q Name of meeting following jurisdiction name entry element (NR) Optional. Pre-AACR2 only/Optional. Pre-

AACR2 only
‡s Version (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡t Title of a work (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡u Affiliation (NR) Optional/Optional
‡v Volume number/sequential designation (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡4 Relator code (R) Optional/Optional
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811 Series Added Entry–Meeting Name (R)  (cont.)

811 2 International Congress of Nutrition ‡n (11th : ‡d 1978 : ‡c Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil). ‡t Nutrition and food science ; ‡v v. 1.

811 2 Vatican Council ‡n (2nd : ‡d 1962–1965). ‡t Decretum de 
presbyterorum ministerio et vita. 

1st Indicator Type of meeting name entry element.  

0 Inverted name

1 Jurisdiction name

2 Name in direct order

2nd Indicator Undefined

b/ Undefined

Printing Field 811 prints as a heading and tracing. Subfields ‡u and ‡4 do not print. See “4xx 
Introduction” for more information. 
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830 Series Added Entry–Uniform Title (R) 
Input Standards

Definition A title series added entry in which the entry of the series is under a uniform title. 
Use when the added entry form of a series title is different from that in the 
corresponding series statement. An 830 field is usually justified by a series 
statement (field 490) or a general note (field 500) relating to the series. For 
reproductions, it may be justified by a series statement in field 533  (Reproduction 
Note), subfield ‡f. Use for the following types of uniform titles:

Anonymous works
Composite manuscripts or manuscript groups
Concordats
Names of journals and newspapers
Radio and television programs
Motion pictures and videorecordings
Treaties and inter-governmental agreements

See “4xx Introduction” for more information.

1st Indicator Undefined. The 1st indicator position is undefined and contains a blank (b/  ).

b/ Undefined

2nd Indicator Nonfiling characters. The number of character positions associated with a definite 
or indefinite article (e.g., An or The) at the beginning of a title and that are 
disregarded in sorting and filing processes. 

Current practice is to enter the title without articles and use 2nd indicator value 0. 

Required if applicable/Optional
1st Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
2nd Indicator Nonfiling characters
0 No nonfiling characters
1-9 Number of nonfiling characters present
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Uniform title (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡d Date of treaty signing (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡f Date of a work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡g Miscellaneous information (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡h Medium (NR) Do not use/Do not use
‡k Form subheading (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡l Language of a work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡m Medium of performance for music (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡n Number of part/section of a work (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡o Arranged statement for music (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡p Name of part/section of a work (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡r Key for music (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡s Version (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡t Title of a work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡v Volume number/sequential designation (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
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830 Series Added Entry–Uniform Title (R)  (cont.)

0 No nonfiling characters. No initial article character positions are disregarded. 
Use value 0 if the title does not begin with an article.

830 0 Collection africaine

Diacritical marks or special characters at the beginning of a series statement field 
that does not begin with an initial article are not counted as nonfiling characters.

830 0 Ökonomische Studien ; ‡v Bd. 22

1-9 Number of nonfiling characters present. A field begins with a definite or 
indefinite article that is disregarded in sorting and filing processes. Enter the 
number of characters in the article, plus spaces, punctuation, diacritical marks 
and special characters that precede the first significant word.

Any diacritical mark or special character associated with the first filing character 
is not included in the count of nonfiling characters.

Subfields

‡a Uniform title The uniform title. Enter parenthetical information added to make a title distinctive 
in subfield ‡a. Use subfield ‡d to record the date of signing added to a uniform title 
for a treaty.

830 0 Imago (Series)

‡d Date of treaty 
signing

The date of signing for a treaty or other intergovernmental agreement. 

830 0 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms ‡d (1950). ‡k Protocols, etc., ‡d 1963 Sept. 16.

‡f Date of a work The date of publication used with a title of a work.

830 0 Bible. ‡l English. ‡s Anchor Bible. ‡f 1964.

‡g Miscellaneous 
information

Data not identified in other subfields.

‡h Medium Do not use.

‡k Form subheading Standardized phrases added to a heading to gather records for certain kinds of 
materials. Form subheadings include: Manuscript; Protocols, etc.; Selections. 

830 0 Koran. ‡l English. ‡k Selections.

‡l Language of a work The name of the language or the term representing the language (e.g., Polyglot) of a 
work.

830 0 Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons ‡d (1968). ‡l 
Spanish. ‡f 1977.

‡m Medium of 
performance for music

Terms designating the medium of performance.

830 0 Concertos, ‡m violin, string orchestra.
[Uniform title heading is used for a work of unknown authorship.]

‡n Number of part/
section of a work

The number designation for a part/section of a work. Numbering is defined as an 
indication of sequencing in any form (e.g., Book two, Part 1 or Supplement A). 
Separate multiple numberings with a comma.

830 0 Denkmäler deutscher Tonkunst. ‡n 1. Folge (1957) ; ‡v Bd. 1.



830 Series Added Entry–Uniform Title (R)  (cont.)

8xx 8:11

‡o Arranged 
statement for music

The abbreviation arr. used in a uniform title field.

830 0 God save the king; ‡o arr. ‡f 1982.

‡p Name of part/
section of a work

A name designation of a part/section of a work.

830 0 Acta Universitatis Carolinae. ‡p Iuridica. ‡p Monographia.

‡r Key for music The statement of key in which the music is written.

830 0 Concertos, ‡m violin, string orchestra, ‡r D major.

‡s Version The versions, edition, etc., information. 

830 0 Bible. ‡p N.T. ‡l Korean. ‡s Ross version.

‡t Title of a work The title page title of a work. Unlikely to be used in field 830.

‡v Volume number/
sequential 
designation

The volume number or other sequential designation used in conjunction with the 
series statement.

830 0 Serie Mariano Azvela ; ‡v 2.

Printing Field 830 prints as a heading and tracing. See “4xx Introduction” for more 
information.
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84x-87x Holdings Data Embedded in Bibliographic Records 
General Information

84x–87x fields

Definition Holdings data information embedded in the bibliographic record. The 84x–87x 
fields are holdings fields. Holdings data elements included in the bibliographic 
record are captions and patterns, enumeration and chronology, textual holdings and 
item information. The 84x–87x fields are just listed here. For full descriptions of 
these fields, see MARC 21 Format for Holdings Data (http://www.loc.gov/marc/
holdings/echdhome.html). The holdings format should be consulted for field 
descriptions and information concerning the inclusion of fields 841–845, 853–855, 
863–868 and 876–878.

Note:  OCLC is not defining fields 842 (Textual Physical Form Designator) and 
844 (Name of Unit) because they cannot be embedded in bibliographic records.

Guidelines Field 852 does not remain in the master record. It is retained in archive records, 
institution records, exported records and OCLC-MARC records.

Do not input holdings data in these fields without first consulting your local system 
administrator. Detailed holdings information can also be entered in local holdings 
records.  Information about local holdings records can be found on the  Local 
Holdings Maintenance documentation page (http://www.oclc.org/support/
documentation/localholdings/default.htm).

Printing The 84x–87x field block does not print.

841 Holdings Coded Data Values (NR)
843 Reproduction Note (R)
845 Terms Governing Use and Reproduction (R)
853 Captions and Pattern–Basic Bibliographic Unit (R)
854 Captions and Pattern–Supplementary Material (R)
855 Captions and Pattern–Indexes (R)
863 Enumeration and Chronology–Basic Bibliographic Unit (R)
864 Enumeration and Chronology–Supplementary Material (R)
865 Enumeration and Chronology–Indexes (R)
866 Textual Holdings–Basic Bibliographic Unit (R) 
867 Textual Holdings–Supplementary Material (R)
868 Textual Holdings–Indexes (R) 
876 Item Information–Basic Bibliographic Unit (R) 
877 Item Information–Supplementary Material (R)
878 Item Information–Indexes (R)

http://www.loc.gov/marc/holdings/echdhome.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/holdings/echdhome.html
http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/localholdings/default.htm
http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/localholdings/default.htm
http://www.loc.gov/marc/holdings/echdhome.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/holdings/echdhome.html
http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/localholdings/default.htm
http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/localholdings/default.htm
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850 Holding Institution (R) 
Input Standards

Definition The MARC code or the name of the institution holding an item.

1st Indicator Undefined. The 1st indicator position is undefined and contains a blank (b/  ).

b/ Undefined

2nd Indicator Undefined. The 2nd indicator position is undefined and contains a blank (b/  ).

b/ Undefined

Subfields

‡a Holding institution The MARC code or the name of the institution holding an item. For U.S. 
institutions, the source is the MARC Code List for Organizations (http://
www.loc.gov/marc/organizations/orgshome.html). For Canadian institutions, the 
codes are formulated by adding the prefix Ca to codes found in Symbols and 
Interlibrary Loan Policies in Canada (http://www.nlc-bnc.ca/6/16/s16-202-e.html).

850 AAP ‡a CU ‡a DLC ‡a MiU

Printing Field 850 does not print.

LC and CONSER use only/LC and CONSER use only
1st Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
2nd Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Holding institution (R) Mandatory/Mandatory

http://www.loc.gov/marc/organizations/orgshome.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/organizations/orgshome.html
http://www.nlc-bnc.ca/6/16/s16-202-e.html
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851 Physical Location (R) 
Input Standards

Definition This field contains detailed information on the location of the holdings. In contrast 
to field 850, field 851 allows the recording of the full name and address of the 
holding institution and specific data about the exact location of the item.

The custodian and the owner of a work are usually the same and are recorded in 
field 851 for these kinds of items:

Original or historical graphic material 
Three-dimensional artifacts 
Naturally occurring objects

 When an item is not at the owner’s address, the name of the current custodian is 
recorded in subfield ‡a and the owner’s name and address are recorded in field 561. 
If a work was originally commissioned/installed at one site but was subsequently 
moved to another location, the name of the present site is recorded in subfield ‡b 
and the name of the original site is recorded in field 561.

1st Indicator Undefined. 

b/ Undefined

2nd Indicator Undefined. 

b/ Undefined

Subfields

‡a Name, custodian 
or owner

The name of the person or corporation with whom the item is currently located, 
frequently the owner. When the item is not located at the owner’s address, the name 
of the current custodian is recorded in subfield ‡a and the owner’s name is recorded 
in field 561.

851 National Archives and Records Service ‡b Genealogical Research 
Recording ‡c Pennsylvania Ave. at 8th St., N.W., Washington, DC ‡d 
USA ‡g dcu

‡b Institutional 
division

The name of the institutional division, or a subordinate unit where the item is 
currently located. If an item was originally commissioned/installed at one site but 

Optional/Optional
1st Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
2nd Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Name, custodian or owner (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡b Institutional division (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡c Street address (NR) Optional/Optional
‡d Country (NR) Optional/Optional
‡e Location of units (NR) Optional/Optional
‡f Item number (NR) Optional/Optional
‡g Repository location code (NR) Optional/Optional
‡3 Materials specified (NR) Optional/Optional



851 Physical Location (R)  (cont.)
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was subsequently moved to another location, the name of the current site is recorded 
in this subfield; the name of the original site is recorded in field 561.

851 National Geographic Society ‡b Personnel Dept. ‡c 17th and M St., 
N.W., Washington, DC ‡d USA

‡c Street address The street address of the current location.

851 Smithsonian Institution ‡b National Museum of American Art ‡c 8th and 
G Streets, N.W., Washington, DC 20561 ‡d USA ‡g dcu

‡d Country The name of the country of the current location.

851 National Gallery of Art ‡c 6th and Constitution Avenues, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20565 ‡d USA

‡e Location of units The specific location of the item.

‡f Item number The item number, if any.

851 Library of Congress ‡b Manuscript Division ‡c James Madison 
Building, 1st and Independence Ave. S.E., Washington, DC  ‡d USA ‡g 
dcu ‡f 4016

‡g Repository 
location code

The two or three character code for the country, Canadian province, or US state of 
the repository holding the originals or duplicates of the material. See MARC Code 
List for Countries (http://www.loc.gov/marc/countries/cntrhome.html). 

851 Library of Congress ‡b Manuscript Division ‡c James Madison 
Building, 1st and Independence Ave. S.E., Washington, DC  ‡d USA ‡g 
dcu

‡3 Materials specified The part of the described materials to which the field applies.

851 ‡3 Correspondence ‡a Jefferson County Historical Society ‡b 
Manuscript Division

Printing Field 851 does not print.

http://www.loc.gov/marc/countries/cntrhome.html
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852 Location (R) 
Input Standards

Definition The information required to locate an item. Use to identify the institution holding 
the item or from which institution the item is available. Use also for detailed 
information to locate the item within a collection. Repeat field 852 when holdings 
are reported for multiple copies of an item and the location data elements vary. 

Optional/Optional
1st Indicator Shelving scheme
b/ No information provided
0 Library of Congress classification
1 Dewey Decimal classification
2 National Library of Medicine classification
3 Superintendent of Documents classification
4 Shelving control number
5 Title
6 Shelved separately
7 Source specified in subfield ‡2
8 Other scheme
2nd Indicator Shelving order
b/ No information provided
0 Not enumeration
1 Primary enumeration
2 Alternative enumeration
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Location (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡b Sublocation or collection (R) Optional/Optional
‡c Shelving location  (R) Optional/Optional
‡e Address (R) Optional/Optional
‡f Coded location qualifier (R) Optional/Optional
‡g Noncoded location qualifier (R) Optional/Optional
‡h Classification part (NR) Optional/Optional
‡i Item part (R) Optional/Optional
‡j Shelving control number (NR) Optional/Optional
‡k Call number prefix (R) Optional/Optional
‡l Shelving form of title (NR) Optional/Optional
‡m Call number suffix (R) Optional/Optional
‡n Country code (NR) Optional/Optional
‡p Piece designation (NR) Optional/Optional
‡q Piece physical condition (NR) Optional/Optional
‡s Copyright article-fee code (R) Optional/Optional
‡t Copy number (NR) Optional/Optional
‡u Uniform Resource Identifier (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡x Nonpublic note (R) Optional/Optional
‡z Public note (R) Optional/Optional
‡2 Source of classification or shelving scheme (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡3 Materials specified (NR) Optional/Optional
‡8 Sequence number (NR) Optional/Optional
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Field 852 does not remain in the master record. It is retained in archive records, 
institution records, exported records and OCLC-MARC records.

1st Indicator Shelving scheme. The scheme used to shelve a bibliographic item in the 
collections of the reporting organization.

b/ No information provided. Shelving scheme information is not provided.

0 Library of Congress classification. The item is shelved by a Library of 
Congress classification number. Use subfield ‡h to indicate this number. The 
source of this number is either Library of Congress Classification schedules or 
LC Classification–Additions and Changes.

1 Dewey Decimal classification. The item is shelved by a Dewey Decimal 
classification number. Use subfield ‡h to indicate this number. The source of this 
number is Dewey Decimal Classification and Relative Index, the Abridged 
Dewey Decimal Classification and Relative Index, or the DC&: Dewey Decimal 
Classification Additions, Notes and Decisions.

2 National Library of Medicine classification. The item is shelved by a U.S. 
National Library of Medicine classification number. Use subfield ‡h to indicate 
this number. The source of this number is the National Library of Medicine 
Classification schedules QS–QZ and W or the Library of Congress Classification 
schedules used by the National Library of Medicine. 

3 Superintendent of Documents classification. The item is shelved by a U.S. 
Superintendent of Documents classification number. Use subfield ‡h to indicate 
this number. The source of this number is the U.S. Government Printing Office’s 
Superintendent of Documents Classification System. 

4 Shelving control number. The item is shelved by a shelving control number 
(subfield ‡j).

5 Title. The item is shelved by a title (subfield ‡l).

6 Shelved separately. The part of the item is shelved separately because the parts 
are classed separately. 

7 Source specified in subfield ‡2. The item is shelved by a classification number 
in a scheme other than that specified by one of the other defined values and for 
which an identifying MARC code is given in subfield ‡2. The source of the code 
is MARC Code Lists for Relators, Sources, Descriptive Conventions 
(http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relahome.html).

8 Other scheme. The shelving scheme is known, but is not specified.

2nd Indicator Shelving order. The value that indicates whether an item is shelved under a 
primary or alternative numbering scheme. The distinction is necessary when an item 
carries two numbering schemes. The numbering scheme may be an alphabetical, 
numerical or chronological designation.

b/ No information provided. The shelving order is not provided.

0 Not enumeration. The item is not shelved by enumeration.

1 Primary enumeration. The item is shelved by its primary enumeration. Use 
value 1 also when the item has only one numbering scheme.

2 Alternative enumeration. The item carries two numbering schemes and is 
shelved by the secondary scheme.

http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relahome.html
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Subfields

‡a Location The MARC code of the holding institution or the name of the institution or person 
from which access is given. For U.S. institutions, the source of the code is  MARC 
Code List for Organizations (http://www.loc.gov/marc/organizations/
orgshome.html). For Canadian institutions, the codes are formulated by adding the 
prefix Ca to codes found in Symbols and Interlibrary Loan Policies in Canada 
(http://www.nlc-bnc.ca/6/16/s16-202-e.html).

A sublocation within an organization is contained in subfield ‡b. To differentiate 
between subfields ‡a and ‡b, use subfield ‡a for the name to be addressed in 
external communication and subfield ‡b for the name within the institution.

If the bibliographic item is physically located somewhere other than the location 
identified in subfield ‡a, use subfield ‡x or ‡z to identify the physical location. If the 
item is owned by an institution or individual other than the one identified in subfield 
‡a, use subfield ‡x or ‡z or field 561 (Ownership and Custodial History) to identify 
the actual owner.

852 CLU

‡b Sublocation or 
collection

The name of the organizational division of the organization identified in subfield ‡a 
or the name of the collection in which the item is located or from which it is 
available. Use a full name or a standardized abbreviated or coded form.

Repeat subfield ‡b to indicate the organizational hierarchy of the sublocation. 
Repeat field 852 for each sublocation when multiple copies of an item having the 
same call number are housed in various sublocations or when parts of a copy are 
split among several locations.

852 0 CaABA ‡b Manuscript Division

‡c Shelving location The physical location of the item within the collection. Use also for the physical 
location within a sublocation (e.g., oversize shelving or reference alcove). 

852 81 CaABA ‡b Main ‡c mezzanine stacks

‡e Address The complete address and country information for the principal location identified 
in subfield ‡a. Subfield ‡e may be repeated to separate the parts of an address.

852 National Geographic Society ‡b Personnel Dept. ‡e 17th & M St., N.W., 
Washington, DC, USA

‡f Coded location 
qualifier

A two- or three-character code that identifies the specific issues of the item that are 
housed in a location different from that of the main holdings of the same item. A 
two-character code is composed of a Qualifier Type code and a Unit Type code. A 
three-character code is composed of a Qualifier Type code, the Number of Units and 
a Unit Type code. Use the following codes: 

Qualifier Type Number of Units Unit Type

Time Part
p Previous 1–9 w Week(s) e Editions
l Latest m Month(s) i Issues

y Year(s) s Supplement(s)

http://www.loc.gov/marc/organizations/orgshome.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/organizations/orgshome.html
http://www.nlc-bnc.ca/6/16/s16-202-e.html
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The Qualifier Type identifies whether it is the latest or previous time or part unit 
that is housed in a different location. Use p to indicate that the previous, not 
including the current, time or part units is housed in a different location. Use l to 
indicate that the latest, including the current, time or part units is housed in a 
different location.

The Number of Units identifies the number of time or part units that are housed in 
a different location. When a number is not required to identify the specific units, the 
number of units may be omitted. If the number of time or parts units exceeds 9, use 
subfield ‡g. 

The Unit Type identifies either the time or part unit that is housed in a different 
location.

If the location qualifier cannot be expressed in coded form, use ‡g.

852 01 DLC ‡b MRR Ref ‡f l2y
[The Library of Congress houses the item in its Serial Division area except for 

the latest two years which are in the Main Reading Room Reference 
collection.]

‡g Noncoded location 
qualifier

A textual description that identifies the specific units of an item that are housed in a 
location different from that of the main holdings of the same item when the location 
qualifier cannot be expressed in coded form in subfield ‡f.

852 81 CEDA-HA ‡b Ref ‡g holographic issue
[Only this special issue is housed in Reference.]

‡h Classification part The classification part of the call number used as the shelving scheme for an item. 
Use subfield ‡i to identify a Cutter, date or term that is added to the classification to 
distinguish one item from any other item assigned the same classification. Use 
subfield ‡k to identify a call number prefix.

852 81 FrPALP ‡h Per ‡i REF

‡i Item part A Cutter, date or term that is added to the classification recorded in subfield ‡h to 
distinguish one item from any other item assigned the same classification. Use 
subfield ‡m to identify a call number suffix.

852 01 CtY ‡b Main ‡h LB201 ‡i .M63

‡j Shelving control 
number

A shelving control number used as the shelving scheme for an item. The 1st 
indicator value is 4.

852 4 DLC ‡b MicRR ‡j Microfilm 82/528 MicRR

‡k Call number prefix A term that precedes a call number. Use before subfields ‡h or ‡i. 

852 81 ViBlbV ‡b Main Lib ‡b MRR ‡k Ref ‡h HF5531.A1 ‡i N4273

‡l Shelving form of 
title

The title used to shelve an item. The 1st indicator value is 5. 

852 51 OCo ‡b 0108 ‡l NYT MAG

‡m Call number suffix A term that follows a call number. Use after subfields ‡h or ‡i. 

852 DLC ‡b c-G&M ‡h G3820 ‡i .H62 ‡m Vault 
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‡n Country code A two- or three-character MARC country code for the principal location identified 
in subfield ‡a. See MARC Code List for Countries (http://www.loc.gov/marc/
countries/cntrhome.html).

852 National Archives and Records Service ‡b Genealogical Research 
Recording ‡e Pennsylvania Ave. at 8th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 
USA ‡n dcu

‡p Piece designation An identification of a single piece when the holdings information does not contain 
subfield ‡p in an 863–865 (Enumeration and Chronology) field. See 84x-
87x Holdings Data Embedded in Bibliographic Records General Information. Use 
an accession number or a bar code number, for example, as identification.

Use an uppercase B or U before the piece designation number to specify whether the 
piece is bound or unbound. When no piece designation exists, use a double slash (//) 
in subfield ‡p to indicate that the field relates to a piece.

852 81 CtY ‡h M ‡i S:55 ‡p1100064014 ‡x accession no.: 90/84370

‡q Piece physical 
condition

A description of any unusual characteristic of the physical condition of the piece 
when the holdings information does not contain subfield ‡q in an 863–865 
(Enumeration and Chronology) field. See 84x-87x Holdings Data Embedded in 
Bibliographic Records General Information

Do not use subfield ‡q for physical condition information resulting from a formal 
review for making preservation decisions. Use field 583 (Action Note).

852 Oco ‡b Main ‡c oversize shelving ‡q child’s graffiti on end papers

‡s Copyright article-
fee code

A copyright article-fee code.

‡t Copy number A copy number or a range of copy numbers that have the same location and call 
number when the holdings information does not contain subfield ‡t in an 863–865 
(Enumeration and Chronology) field. See 84x-87x Holdings Data Embedded in 
Bibliographic Records General Information

852 CSf ‡b Sci ‡t1

‡u Uniform Resource 
Identifier

The Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), for example a URL or URN, provides 
electronic access data in a standard syntax. The URI links to the repository that 
holds the item (regardless of whether the item is analog or digital). This information 
may also be recorded as an organization code or text in subfield ‡a (Location) and 
(if applicable) subfield ‡b (Sublocation). Repeat subfield ‡u if the digital object has 
mulitple identifiers (URIs).

Substituting hexadecimal notation for diacritics and special characters in 
Uniform Resource Identifiers. When recording a URI in subfield ‡u, you may 
enter most of the spacing characters listed below as either characters or their 
hexidecimal equivalents. Consult the table below. 

Note: Do not confuse the spacing characters listed below with their long-valid non-
spacing counterparts. Use of the spacing characters will be limited almost 
exclusively to URLs.

http://www.loc.gov/marc/countries/cntrhome.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/countries/cntrhome.html
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‡x Nonpublic note A note pertaining to the location of the item that is in a form not adequate for public 
display.

852 MH ‡c Current issues in R.R. ‡x 1-54 on order in Mfiche

‡z Public note A note pertaining to the location of the item that is in a form adequate for public 
display.

852 01 DLC ‡b Ser Div ‡h A123 ‡i .B456 ‡z Signed by author

‡2 Source of 
classification or 
shelving scheme

A MARC code that identifies the source from which the classification or shelving 
was assigned. Use when 1st indicator value is 7. The source of the MARC code is  
MARC Code Lists for Relators, Sources, Descriptive Conventions (http://
www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relahome.html).

852 70 PBm ‡h PY F532.17/4 ‡2 padocs

‡3 Materials specified The part of the described materials to which the field applies.

852 0 ‡3 Correspondence ‡a Jefferson County Historical Society ‡b 
Manuscript Division

‡8 Sequence number Data that sequences related holdings records. See MARC 21 Format for Holdings 
Data (http://www.loc.gov/marc/holdings/echdhome.html).

Printing Field 852 does not print. Location information and call numbers recorded in field 
852 do not affect printing. Use field 049 and fields 050–099 for data that you want 
to print on catalog cards.

Entry method Name Character Alternative entry (hex value)

Enter as 
character or 
hex value

Spacing circumflex/
circumflex accent

    ^ %5E

Spacing 
underscore/low 
line1

1 Because the Spacing Underscore may cause problems with MARC output, users 
may prefer to continue entering it with the hexidecimal value %5F.

    _ %5F

Spacing grave/
grave accent

    ` %60

Spacing tilde/tilde     ~ %7E
Enter as hex 
value only

vertical bar        n/a %7C

http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relahome.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relahome.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/holdings/echdhome.html
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856 Electronic Location and Access (R) 
Input Standards

Definition The information required to locate and access an electronic item. Use field 856 in a 
bibliographic record for a resource when that resource or a subset of it is available 
electronically. In addition, use field 856 to locate and access an electronic version of 

Optional/Optional
1st Indicator Access method
b/ No information provided
0 E-mail
1 FTP
2 Remote login (Telnet)
3 Dial-up
4 HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol)
7 Method specified in subfield ‡2
2nd Indicator Relationship
b/ No information provided
0 Resource
1 Version of resource
2 Related resource
8 No display constant generated
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Host name (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡b Access number (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡c Compression information (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡d Path (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡f Electronic name (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡h Processor of request (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡i Instruction (R) Optional/Optional
‡j Bits per second (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡k Password (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡l Logon (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡m Contact for access assistance (R) Optional/Optional
‡n Name of location of host  (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡o Operating system (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡p Port (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡q Electronic format type (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡r Settings (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡s File size (R) Optional/Optional
‡t Terminal emulation (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡u Uniform Resource Identifier (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡v Hours access method available (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡w Record control number (R) Optional/Optional
‡x Nonpublic note (R) Optional/Optional
‡y Link text (R) Optional/Optional
‡z Public note (R) Optional/Optional
‡2 Access method (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡3 Materials specified (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
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a non-electronic resource described in the bibliographic record or a related 
electronic resource.

Repeat field 856 when the location data elements vary (the URI in subfield ‡u or 
subfields ‡a, ‡b and ‡d, when used) and when more than one access method is used. 
Repeat field 856 also when different portions of the item are available 
electronically, mirror sites are recorded, different formats/resolutions with different 
URIs are indicated and related items are recorded.

1st Indicator Access method. The access method to the electronic resource. If the resource is 
available by more than one access method, repeat the field with data appropriate to 
each method. The methods defined are the main TCP/IP (Transmission Control 
Protocol/Internet Protocol) protocols.

When recording a URI in subfield ‡u, the value corresponds to the access method 
(URI scheme) which is also the first element in the URI string.

b/ No information provided. No information about the access method is provided. 

0 E-mail.  Access to the resource is through e-mail. Include information on 
subscribing to an electronic journal or electronic forum through software 
intended to be used by an e-mail system.

856 0 ‡u mailto:ejap@phil.indiana.edu ‡i ejap subscription

1 FTP. Access to the resource is through File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

856 1 ‡u ftp://path.net/pub/docs/urn2urc.ps

2 Remote login (Telnet). Access to the resource is through remote login (Telnet). 
You may include information in the subfields to enable users to connect to the 
resource electronically. (This is equivalent to a URI telnet: scheme.)

856 2 ‡u telnet://pucc.princeton.edu ‡n Princeton University, Princeton, N.J.

3 Dial-up. Access to the electronic resource is through a conventional telephone 
line (dial up). Use subfields to record information that may enable the user to 
connect to the resource.

856 3 locis.loc.gov ‡b 140.147.254.3 ‡m lconline@loc.gov ‡t 3270 ‡t line 
mode (e.g., vt100) ‡v M-F 6:00 a.m.-21:30 p.m. USA EST, Sat 8:30-
17:00 USA EST, Sun. 13:00-17:00 USA EST

4 HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol). Access to the electronic resource is 
through Hypertext Transfer Protocol.

856 40 ‡u http://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/pmc/contents.all.htm

7 Method specified in subfield ‡2. Access to the resource is through a method 
other than the defined values and for which an identifying code is given in 
subfield ‡2.

856 7 ‡3 b&w film copy neg. ‡d dag ‡f 3d01926 ‡2 file

2nd Indicator Relationship. The relationship between the electronic resource at the location 
identified in field 856 and the item described in the record as a whole. Use subfield 
‡3 to provide further information about the relationship if it is not a one-to-one 
relationship.
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b/ No information provided. No information is provided about the relationship of 
the electronic resource to the bibliographic item described by the record. 

0 Resource. The electronic location in field 856 is for the same resource described 
by the record as a whole. In this case, the item represented by the bibliographic 
record is an electronic resource. If the data in field 856 relates to a constituent 
unit of the resource represented by the record, use subfield ‡3 to specify the 
portion(s) to which the field applies. The display constant Electronic resource: 
may be provided.

245 10 Proceedings of the Seminar on Cataloging Digital Documents, 
October 12-14, 1994 ‡h [electronic resource] / ‡c University of 
Virginia Library, Charlottesville, and the Library of Congress

856 40 ‡u http://lcweb.loc.gov/catdir/semdigdocs/seminar.html

1 Version of resource. The location in field 856 is for an electronic version of the 
resource described by the record. In this case, the item represented by the 
bibliographic record is not electronic, but an electronic version is available. If the 
data in field 856 relates to a constituent unit of the resource represented by the 
record, use subfield ‡3 to specify the portion(s) to which the field applies. The 
display constant Electronic version: may be provided.

245 00 American quarterly.
856 41 ‡u http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/american_quarterly/

2 Related resource.  The location in field 856 is for an electronic resource related 
to the bibliographic item described by the record. In this case, the item 
represented by the bibliographic record is not the electronic resource itself. Use 
subfield ‡3 to further characterize the relationship between the electronic item 
identified in field 856 and the item represented by the bibliographic record as a 
whole. The display constant Related electronic resource: may be provided.

Limit use to electronic resources that have a specific bibliographic relationship to 
the resource described in the body of the record.  This would include links to such 
resources as a finding aid for an archival collection or the Web site of a musical 
group on a bibliographic record for a sound recording.  This would not, however, 
include Web sites that have merely a general subject relationship to the resource.

245 00 ‡k Papers, ‡f 1932-1970 ‡g (bulk 1932-1965)
856 42 ‡3 Finding aid ‡u http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/ead/jackson.sgm

245 10 White blood cells ‡h [sound recording] / ‡c the White Stripes.
856 42 ‡3 Song lyrics ‡u http://www.whitestripes.com/discs/wbc.html

8 No display constant generated. The value that specifies that a display constant 
is not generated.

Subfields

‡a Host name The fully qualified domain (host name) of the electronic location. Repeat subfield 
‡a if there is more than one address for the same host.

856 1 harvarda.harvard.edu ‡a harvarda.bitnet

‡b Access number The access number associated with a host. Use for Internet Protocol (IP) numeric 
address for an Internet resource. Use for a telephone number if access is through a 
telephone line (dial up). This data may change frequently and may be generated by 
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the system, rather than statically stored. Repeat subfield ‡b if all the other 
information in the field applies.

856 2 anthrax.micro.umn.edu ‡b 128.101.95.23

‡c Compression 
information

The information about the compression of a file. If a specific program is required to 
decompress the file, it is noted here. Repeat subfield ‡c if two compression 
programs are used. Enter the latest compression first. 

856 1 maine.maine.edu ‡c Must be decompressed with PKUNZIP ‡f 
resource.zip

‡d Path The directory and subdirectory names in which the file is stored. Use subfield ‡f for 
the file name itself. Use subfield ‡d for a surrogate path to the host in which 
complete and current access information is stored. 

856 1 wuarchive.wust1.edu ‡d /aii/admin/CAT.games ‡f mac-qubic.22.hqx

‡f Electronic name The electronic name of a file as it exists in the directory/subdirectory indicated in 
subfield ‡d on the host identified in subfield ‡a. Repeat subfield ‡f if a single logical 
file has been divided into parts and stored under different names. In this case, the 
separate parts should constitute a single bibliographic item. In all other cases, for a 
file that may be retrieved under different filenames, use multiple occurrences of 
field 856, each with its corresponding electronic name in subfield ‡f.

856 1 wuarchive.wust1.edu ‡d mirrors/info-mac/util ‡f color-system-icons.hqx

File names may include wildcard characters (e.g., * or ?). Use subfield ‡z to explain 
how the files are named.

‡h Processor of 
request

The user name or processor of the request. Use for the data that precedes the at sign 
(@) in the host address.

856 0 uicvm.bitnet ‡f AN2 ‡h Listserv

‡i Instruction The instruction or command needed for the remote host to process a request.

856 0 uccvma.bitnet ‡f IR-L ‡h Listserv ‡i subscribe

‡j Bits per second The lowest and highest number of bits (binary units) of data that can be transmitted 
per second when connected to a host.

The syntax for recording the number of bits per second (BPS) is as follows: 
<Lowest BPS>-<Highest BPS>

If only the lowest is given: <Lowest BPS>- 
If only the highest is given : -<Highest BPS>

856 0 ‡b 1-202-707-2316 ‡j 2400-9600 ‡n Library of Congress, Washington, 
DC ‡o UNIX ‡r E-7-1

‡k Password The password required to access the electronic resource. An FTP site may require 
the user to enter an Internet Protocol address or may require a specific password. 
Electronically accessed catalogs may also require a password. Use for general 
passwords, not for security passwords. Omit subfield ‡k if a system that requires a 
password will accept anything entered as valid. Use subfield ‡z for password 
instructions. 

856 1 harvarda.harvard.edu ‡k guest
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‡l Logon The characters needed to connect (e.g., logon or login) to an electronic resource or 
FTP site. An account number required for login may also be indicated. For many 
general-use File Transfer Protocol servers, access is gained by entering the string 
anonymous. Use to record general-use logon strings which do not require special 
security. Do not use for security passwords.

856 1 umnvm.bitnet ‡l anonymous

‡m Contact for 
access assistance

The contact person at the host specified in subfield ‡a. For addresses relating to the 
content of the resource itself (i.e., the item represented by the title recorded in field 
245) rather than access assistance, use field 270. Also use field 270, if the address 
data is the same.

856 2 gopac.berkeley.edu ‡m Roy Tennant

‡n Name of location 
of host 

The conventional name of the location of the host in subfield ‡a, including its 
physical (geographic) location.

856 2 pucc.princeton.edu ‡n Princeton University, Princeton, N.J.

‡o Operating system The operating system used by the host specified in subfield ‡a. Conventions for the 
path and filenames may be dependent on the operating system of the host. For the 
operating system of the resource itself (i.e., the item represented by the title 
recorded in field 245), use field 753 subfield ‡c.

856 1 seq1.loc.gov ‡d /pub/soviet.archive ‡f k1famine.bkg ‡n Library of 
Congress, Washington, DC ‡o UNIX

‡p Port The part of the address that contains the process or service in the host. 

856 2 madlab.sprl.umich.edu ‡n University of Michigan Weather Underground 
‡p 3000

‡q Electronic format 
type

The electronic format type which is the data representation of the resource, e.g., 
text/html, ASCII (American National Standard Code for Information Interchange), 
executable application, JPEG image or Postscript file. It provides information to 
allow people or machines to make decisions about the usability of the encoded data 
(e.g., the hardware or software required to display or to execute the data). The 
electronic format type also determines the file transfer mode or how the data is 
transferred through the network.

Usually, a text file can be transferred as character data, which generally restricts the 
text to characters in the ASCII character set (i.e., the basic Latin alphabet, digits 0–
9, most punctuation marks and a few special characters). Text files with characters 
outside the ASCII set or non-textual data (e.g., computer programs or images) must 
be transferred using another binary mode. Electronic format type may be taken from 
enumerated lists such as registered Internet Media Types (MIME types).

856 40  ‡u http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/EID/eid.htm ‡q text/html

‡r Settings The settings used for transferring data.

Parity: the parity checking technique used. Parity values are:
—O for odd
—E for even
—M for mark
—S for space
—N for none
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Number Data Bits: the number of bits per character.
Number Stop Bits: the number of bits to signal the end of a byte.

 The syntax is as follows: <Parity>-<Number Data Bits>-<Number Stop Bits>

If only the parity is given, the other elements of settings and their related hyphens 
are omitted: <Parity>
If one of the other two elements is given, the hyphen for the missing element is 
recorded in its proper position:
—<Parity>-<Number Data Bits>-
—<Parity>--<Number Stop Bits>

856 3 ‡b 1-202-707-2316 ‡j 2400-9600 ‡n Library of Congress, Washington, 
DC ‡o UNIX ‡r E-7-1 ‡t vt100 ‡z Requires logon and password

‡s File size The size of the file stored under the file name indicated in subfield ‡f. Size is 
generally expressed in terms of 8-bit bytes (octets). Repeat subfield ‡s and place it 
after the subfield ‡f to which it applies, if needed. Do not enter this information for 
electronic journals since the field relates to the entire title, not to a particular issue.

856 0 keptvm.bitnet ‡f acadlist file1 ‡s 34,989 bytes ‡f acadlist file2 ‡s 32,876 
bytes ‡f acadlist file3 ‡s 23,987 bytes

‡t Terminal emulation The emulation supported to specify a remote login. Use with 1st indicator value 2. 

856 2 maine.maine.edu ‡n University of Maine ‡t 3270

‡u Uniform Resource 
Identifier

The Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), for example a URL or URN, provides 
electronic access data in a standard syntax. Use for automated access to an 
electronic item using one of the Internet protocols or by resolution of a URN. The 
structure of field 856 allows for the creation of a URI from the concatenation of the 
other 856 subfields. Use subfield ‡u instead of those separate subfields or in 
addition to them. Repeat subfield if digital object has multiple identifiers (URIs).

856 1  ‡u ftp://path.net/pub/docs/urn2urc.ps

Substituting hexadecimal notation for diacritics and special characters in 
Uniform Resource Identifiers. When recording a URI in subfield ‡u, you may 
enter most of the spacing characters listed below as either characters or their 
hexidecimal equivalents. Consult the table below. 

Note: Do not confuse the spacing characters listed below with their long-valid non-
spacing counterparts. Use of the spacing characters will be limited almost 
exclusively to URLs.
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‡v Hours access 
method available

The hours that access to the electronic resource indicated in field 856 is available. 
For systems and services, use field 307, not subfield ‡v.   

856 2 pac.carl.org ‡b 192.54.81.128 ‡m CARL Situation Room ‡m 
help@CARL.org ‡n CARL Systems, Inc., Denver, CO ‡v 24 hours

‡w Record control 
number

The system control number of the related record. Precede the number with a MARC 
code for the agency to which the control number applies. Enclose the MARC 
agency code in parentheses. The data in subfield ‡w links field 856 to the MARC 
record having the same data in a control number field. See MARC Code List for 
Organizations (http://www.loc.gov/marc/organizations/orgshome.html) or Symbols 
and Interlibrary Loan Policies in Canada (http://www.nlc-bnc.ca/6/16/s16-202-
e.html). 

‡x Nonpublic note A note pertaining to the electronic location of the source identified in the field that is 
in a form not adequate for public display. A nonpublic note may contain processing 
information about the file at the location specified.

856 1 wuarchive.wust1.edu ‡c decompress with PKUNZIP.exe  ‡d /mirrors2/
win3/games ‡f atmoids.zip ‡x cannot verify because of transfer 
difficulty

‡y Link text The link text that is used for display in place of the URI in subfield ‡u. When 
subfield ‡y is present, applications should use the contents of subfield ‡y as the link, 
instead of the content of subfield ‡u when linking to the destination in subfield ‡u. 
Subfield ‡u is independent of the 2nd indicator value.

856 4 ‡u http://fdl.fcla.edu:80/cgi-bin/cgiwrap/fdl/fdlcgi/
ZKVIEWFA00000011/file2.pdf ‡y Electronic resource (PDF)

‡z Public note A note pertaining to the electronic location of the source identified in the field that is 
in a form adequate for public display.

856 4 ‡u http://www.ref.oclc.org:2000 ‡z Address for accessing the journal 
using authorization number and password through OCLC FirstSearch 
Electronic Collections Online. Subscription to online journal required for 
access to abstracts and full text

Entry method Name Character Alternative entry (hex value)

Enter as 
character or 
hex value

Spacing circumflex/
circumflex accent

    ^ %5E

Spacing 
underscore/low 
line1

1 Because the Spacing Underscore may cause problems with MARC output, users 
may prefer to continue entering it with the hexidecimal value %5F.

    _ %5F

Spacing grave/
grave accent

    ` %60

Spacing tilde/tilde     ~ %7E
Enter as hex 
value only

vertical bar        n/a %7C

http://www.loc.gov/marc/organizations/orgshome.html
http://www.nlc-bnc.ca/6/16/s16-202-e.html
http://www.nlc-bnc.ca/6/16/s16-202-e.html
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‡2 Access method The code defined for use with 1st indicator value 7. Use subfield ‡2 to record access 
methods other than the four main TCP/IP protocols specified in the 1st indicator.

The data in this subfield corresponds with the access schemes specified in Uniform 
Resource Locators (URL), a product of the Uniform Resource Identifiers Working 
Group of the IETF.

The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) maintains a registry of URL 
schemes and defines the syntax and use of new schemes.

LC includes an authoritative list based on that standard in the MARC Code Lists for 
Relators, Sources, Descriptive Conventions (http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/
relahome.html).

856 70 ‡u gopher://gopher.lib.virginia.edu:70/00/alpha/bmcr ‡2 gopher

‡3 Materials specified The part of the described materials to which the field applies.

856 0 ‡3 Finding aid to the Edgar F. Kaiser papers ‡a gopher.berkeley.edu ‡b 
128.224.55 ‡k guest ‡l anonymous ‡m Reference Services, The Bancroft 
Library, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, tel. 510-642-
6481 ‡n The Library, University of California, Berkeley ‡o UNIX ‡p 70 
‡q binary ‡s 2,394,394,444 ‡x The finding aid to the Kaiser papers is 
currently under revision. ‡z For further information about shipbuilding 
files, contact The Bancroft Library Reference

Printing Field 856 does not print, but you can repeat the electronic location and access 
information in field 538 to print it on cards.

http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relahome.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relahome.html
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886 Foreign MARC Information Field (R) 
Input Standards

Definition Data from foreign MARC records for which there are no corresponding MARC 21 
or OCLC-MARC fields. LC and OCLC use field 886 when converting data from 
foreign MARC records into MARC 21 or OCLC-MARC formats when it is 
desirable to retain data for which there is no corresponding field or which cannot be 
accommodated in MARC 21 or OCLC-MARC formats for some other reason.

1st Indicator Type of field. The type of foreign MARC field from which the data is converted.

0 Leader. Information from the foreign MARC Leader

1 Variable control fields (001–00z). Information from a foreign MARC variable 
control field.

2 Variable data field (010–999 or zzz). Information from a foreign MARC 
variable data field.

2nd Indicator Undefined. The 2nd indicator position is undefined and contains a blank (b/  ).

b/ Undefined

Subfields

‡a Tag of the foreign 
MARC field

The 3-character tag number (001–999 or zzz) from the foreign record. Subfield ‡a 
must be the second subfield in the field, immediately after subfield ‡2 and before 
subfield ‡b. If the 1st indicator value is 0, then subfield ‡a is not present.

886 2 ‡2 unimrur ‡a 709 ‡b1b/   ‡a Napalkov (Litvak), Vladimir Nikolaevich: 
sm.

‡b Content of the 
foreign MARC field

Either the 24 characters of the leader, the entire content of the foreign MARC 
control field (001–00z) or the entire content (indicators, subfield codes and data) of 
the foreign MARC data fields (010–999 or zzz). 

886 1 ‡2 intermrc ‡a 004 ‡b 10000a90001
[Field 004 (Corrected Fields) for INTERMARC record.]

LC use only and OCLC use only/LC use only and OCLC use only
1st Indicator Type of field
0 Leader
1 Variable control fields (001–00z)
2 Variable data field (010–999 or zzz)
2nd Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Tag of the foreign MARC field (NR) LC use only and OCLC use only/LC use only 

and OCLC use only
‡b Content of the foreign MARC field (NR) LC use only and OCLC use only/LC use only 

and OCLC use only
‡c–z Foreign MARC subfield (R) LC use only and OCLC use only/LC use only 

and OCLC use only
‡2 Source of data (NR) LC use only and OCLC use only/LC use only 

and OCLC use only
‡0–1Foreign MARC subfield (R) LC use only and OCLC use only/LC use only 

and OCLC use only
‡3–9Foreign MARC subfield (R) LC use only and OCLC use only/LC use only 

and OCLC use only
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‡c–z Foreign MARC 
subfield

The subfields and their content present in the original foreign MARC field. These 
subfields are prefaced with subfields ‡2, ‡a and ‡b. These subfields are only used 
when the 1st indicator value is 2.

886 2 ‡2 ukmarc ‡a 690 ‡b 00 ‡a 00030 ‡d Great Britain ‡z 11030 ‡a 
butterflies ‡z 21030 ‡a life cycles

[Field 690 (PRECIS String) for UK MARC record.]

‡2 Source of data The MARC code of the format used as the source for the MARC record (e.g., 
Chinese MARC or UK MARC). See MARC Code Lists for Relators, Sources, 
Descriptive Conventions (http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relahome.html). 
Subfield ‡2 is the first subfield in the field.

‡0–1 Foreign MARC 
subfield

The subfields and their content present in the original foreign MARC field. These 
subfields are prefaced with subfields ‡2, ‡a and ‡b. These subfields are only used 
when the 1st indicator value is 2.

886 2 ‡2 ukmarc ‡a 690 ‡b 00 ‡a 00030 ‡d Great Britain ‡z 11030 ‡a 
butterflies ‡z 21030 ‡a life cycles

[Field 690 (PRECIS String) for UK MARC record.]

‡3–9 Foreign MARC 
subfield

The subfields and their content present in the original foreign MARC field. These 
subfields are prefaced with subfields ‡2, ‡a and ‡b. These subfields are only used 
when the 1st indicator value is 2.

886 2 ‡2 ukmarc ‡a 690 ‡b 00 ‡a 00030 ‡d Great Britain ‡z 11030 ‡a 
butterflies ‡z 21030 ‡a life cycles

[Field 690 (PRECIS String) for UK MARC record.]

Printing Field 886 does not print.

http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relahome.html
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887 Non-MARC Information Field (R) 
Input Standards

Definition Data from non-MARC records for which there are no corresponding MARC 21 
fields. Used for converting non-MARC records into the MARC 21 format.

1st Indicator Undefined. The 1st indicator position is undefined and contains a blank (b/  ).

b/ Undefined

2nd Indicator Undefined. The 2nd indicator position is undefined and contains a blank (b/  ).

b/ Undefined

Subfields

‡a Tag of the foreign 
MARC field

The entire content of the non-MARC data including any tags or element names as 
encoded in the non-MARC information.

887 <Box><eastlimit>0</eastlimit><westlimit>180</westlimit></Box> ‡2 
[Code for schema or DTD reference]

887 <TextPublicationData>20000617</TextPublicationDate> ‡2 [Code for 
schema or DTD reference] 

‡2 Source of data The source of the data, either a schema or DTD reference. See MARC Code Lists for 
Relators, Sources, Descriptive Conventions (http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/
relahome.html). 

Printing Field 887 does not print.

Optional/Optional
1st Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
2nd Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Tag of the foreign MARC field (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡2 Source of data (NR) Optional/Optioanal

http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relahome.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relahome.html
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891 Publication Pattern Data (R) 
Input Standards
Optional/Optional
1st Indicator Subfield ‡9 dependent
b/  , 0-5 Subfield ‡9 dependent
2nd Indicator Subfield ‡9 dependent
b/  , 0-5 Subfield ‡9 dependent
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a First level of enumeration (NR) Optional/Optional
‡b Second level of enumeration (NR) Optional/Optional
‡c Third level of enumeration (NR) Optional/Optional
‡d Fourth level of enumeration (NR) Optional/Optional
‡e Fifth level of enumeration (NR) Optional/Optional
‡f Sixth level of enumeration (NR) Optional/Optional
‡g Alternative numbering scheme, first level of enumeration (NR) Optional/Optional
‡h Alternative numbering scheme, second level of enumeration (NR) Optional/Optional
‡i First level of chronology (NR) Optional/Optional
‡j Second level of chronology (NR) Optional/Optional
‡k Third level of chronology (NR) Optional/Optional
‡l Fourth level of chronology (NR) Optional/Optional
‡m Alternative numbering scheme, chronology (NR) Optional/Optional
‡n Pattern note [Only valid for fields 853–855] (NR) Optional./Optional
‡n Converted Gregorian year [Only valid for fields 863–865] (NR) Optional./Optional
‡o Type of unit [Only valid for field 853] (R) Optional/Optional
‡o Type of unit [Only valid for field 854] (R) Optional/Optional
‡o Type of unit [Only valid for field 855] (R) Optional/Optional
‡o Title of unit [Only valid for field 863] (R) Optional/Optional
‡o Title of unit [Only valid for field 864] (R) Optional/Optional
‡o Title of unit [Only valid for field 865] (R) Optional/Optional
‡p Number of pieces of issuance [Only valid for fields 853–855] (NR) Optional/Optional
‡p Piece designation [Only valid for fields 863–865] (NR) Optional/Optional
‡u Bibliographic units per next higher level [Only valid for fields 853–855] (NR) Optional/Optional
‡v Issuing date [Only valid for field 865] (R) Optional/Optional
‡v Numbering continuity [Only valid for fields 853–855] (R) Optional/Optional
‡w Frequency [Only valid for fields 853–855] (NR) Optional/Optional
‡w Break indicator [Only valid for fields 863–865] (NR) Optional/Optional
‡x Calendar change [Only valid for fields 853–855] (R) Optional/Optional
‡y Regularity pattern [Only valid for fields 853–855] (R) Optional/Optional
‡z Numbering scheme [Only valid in fields 853–855] (R) Optional/Optional
‡z Public note [Only valid for fields 863–865] (R) Optional/Optional
‡2 Source of caption abbreviation [Only valid in fields 853–855] (R) Optional/Optional
‡3 Materials specified [Only valid in fields 853–855] (NR) Optional/Optional
‡8 Field link and sequence number (NR) Optional/Optional
‡9 Tag of the MARC holdings field (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
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891 Publication Pattern Data (R)  (cont.)

Definition Information about the publication patterns for serials. Guidelines for the use of field 
891 are available in the CONSER Guidelines for Input of Caption/Pattern and 
Holdings Data, 4.1. Use of the OCLC 891 field.

Field 891 embeds the MARC holdings fields 853, 854, 855, 863, 864 and 865. Use 
subfield ‡9 to record the MARC holding field. Define all other indicators and 
subfields to correspond to the field recorded in subfield ‡9. Repeat field 891 for 
every MARC field embedded in subfield ‡9. For more information about the 
indicators and subfields, see MARC 21 Format for Holdings Data (http://
www.loc.gov/marc/holdings/echdhome.html).

1st Indicator Subfield ‡9 dependent. All indicator values have meaning only within the MARC 
field definition for the field recorded in subfield ‡9. 

b/  , 0-5 Subfield ‡9 dependent. Indicator definition dependent on the field recorded 
in subfield ‡9.

2nd Indicator Subfield ‡9 dependent. All indicator values have meaning only within the MARC 
field definition for the field recorded in subfield ‡9.

b/  , 0-5 Subfield ‡9 dependent. Indicator definition dependent on the field recorded 
in subfield ‡9.

Subfields

‡a First level of 
enumeration

The highest level of enumeration.

‡b Second level of 
enumeration

The second level of enumeration.

‡c Third level of 
enumeration

The third level of enumeration.

‡d Fourth level of 
enumeration

The fourth level of enumeration.

‡e Fifth level of 
enumeration

The fifth level of enumeration.

‡f Sixth level of 
enumeration

The sixth level of enumeration.

‡g Alternative 
numbering scheme, 
first level of 
enumeration

The highest level of alternative numbering scheme.

‡h Alternative 
numbering scheme, 
second level of 
enumeration

The second level of alternative numbering scheme.

‡i First level of 
chronology

The highest level of chronology.

‡j Second level of 
chronology

The second level of chronology.

‡k Third level of 
chronology

The third level of chronology.

http://www.loc.gov/marc/holdings/echdhome.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/holdings/echdhome.html
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‡l Fourth level of 
chronology

The fourth level of chronology.

‡m Alternative 
numbering scheme, 
chronology

The alternative chronology scheme.

‡n Pattern note [Only 
valid for fields 853–
855]

The explanatory note citing the specific year and issue used to prepare the regularity 
pattern coding expressed in the field. Only valid for fields 853–855.

‡n Converted 
Gregorian year [Only 
valid for fields 863–
865]

The Gregorian-calendar conversion of a year that is recorded in a non-Gregorian 
scheme in a chronology-level subfield. Only valid for fields 863–865.

‡o Type of unit [Only 
valid for field 853]

The type of unit (e.g., annual buyer’s guide, subject index) in the enumeration 
hierarchy when it has no associated sequence numbering. When used, subfield ‡o 
immediately follows the caption to which it refers. Only valid for field 853.

‡o Type of unit [Only 
valid for field 854]

The type of unit (e.g., annual buyer’s guide, subject index) in the enumeration 
hierarchy when it has no associated sequence numbering. When used, subfield ‡o 
immediately follows the caption to which it refers. Only valid for field 854.

‡o Type of unit [Only 
valid for field 855]

The type of unit (e.g., annual buyer’s guide, subject index) in the enumeration 
hierarchy when it has no associated sequence numbering. When used, subfield ‡o 
immediately follows the caption to which it refers. Only valid for field 855.

‡o Title of unit [Only 
valid for field 863]

 Title of unit (e.g., annual buyer’s guide, subject index) in the enumeration hierarchy 
when it has no associated sequence numbering. When used, subfield ‡o immediately 
follows the enumeration subfield to which it refers. When the title of unit applies to 
the bibliographic entity as a whole, rather than to a portion of its enumeration, field 
844 (Name of unit) is used. Only valid for field 863.

‡o Title of unit [Only 
valid for field 864]

Title of unit (e.g., annual buyer’s guide, subject index) in the enumeration hierarchy 
when it has no associated sequence numbering. When used, subfield ‡o immediately 
follows the enumeration subfield to which it refers. When the title of unit applies to 
the bibliographic entity as a whole, rather than to a portion of its enumeration, field 
844 (Name of unit) is used. Only valid for field 864.

‡o Title of unit [Only 
valid for field 865]

Title of unit (e.g., annual buyer’s guide, subject index) in the enumeration hierarchy 
when it has no associated sequence numbering. When used, subfield ‡o immediately 
follows the enumeration subfield to which it refers. When the title of unit applies to 
the bibliographic entity as a whole, rather than to a portion of its enumeration, field 
844 (Name of unit) is used. Only valid for field 865.

‡p Number of pieces 
of issuance [Only 
valid for fields 853–
855]

A numeric value that represents the number of physical parts or pieces received per 
issuance. This technique allows for describing the behavior of items issued in parts. 
Subfield ‡p is only coded in cases where the number of parts or pieces is different 
from the publishing frequency expressed in subfield ‡w. Place all codable frequency 
information in subfield ‡w. Only valid for fields 853–855.

‡p Piece designation 
[Only valid for fields 
863–865]

An identification of a piece. The designation may be an identification number such 
as a bar code number or an accession number. Only valid for fields 863–865.
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‡u Bibliographic units 
per next higher level 
[Only valid for fields 
853–855]

Either a number that specifies the total number of parts that comprise the next 
higher level of enumeration or the code var or und. Use subfield ‡u with each level 
of enumeration expect the first level. Only valid for fields 853–855.

‡v Issuing date [Only 
valid for field 865]

Date of issuance of an index. Only valid for field 865.

‡v Numbering 
continuity [Only valid 
for fields 853–855]

 A one-character code that indicates whether the enumeration has continuously 
incrementing numbers or whether the numbering restarts at the completion of a 
specific unit. Use subfield ‡v with each level of enumeration except the first level. 
Only valid for fields 853–855.

‡w Frequency [Only 
valid for fields 853–
855]

A one-character alphabetic code or a number that indicates the publication 
frequency of the item. Only valid for fields 853–855.

‡w Break indicator 
[Only valid for fields 
863–865]

A one-character code that indicates whether a break in the enumeration and 
chronology contained in multiple 863–865 fields is due either to published issue(s) 
lacking in the collection or to unpublished parts or a lack of continuity in the 
enumeration and chronology of the parts. Only valid for fields 863–865.

‡x Calendar change 
[Only valid for fields 
853–855]

One or more two- or four-character numeric codes that indicate the chronological 
point at which the next higher level increments or changes. Only valid for fields 
853–855.

‡y Regularity pattern 
[Only valid for fields 
853–855]

Codes that describe the regularity of the publishing pattern codes in subfield ‡w. 
Only valid for fields 853–855.

‡z Numbering 
scheme [Only valid in 
fields 853–855]

A six-character code string designating the numbering schemes used on a 
publication. The codes allow for recording different numbering schemes at different 
levels of enumeration. Only valid for fields 853–855.

‡z Public note [Only 
valid for fields 863–
865]

A note pertaining to all or part of the field that is in a form adequate for public 
display. Only valid for fields 863–865.

‡2 Source of caption 
abbreviation [Only 
valid in fields 853–855]

MARC code that identifies the source of the abbreviations used in the captions of 
the field. See MARC Code Lists for Relators, Sources, Descriptive Conventions 
(http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relahome.html). Only valid for fields 853–855.

‡3 Materials specified 
[Only valid in fields 
853–855]

Information that specifies the range of volumes or dates to which the field applies. 
Only valid for fields 853–855.

‡8 Field link and 
sequence number

Information that identifies linked fields. Use subfield ‡8 also to propose a sequence 
for the relative order of display of the linked fields.

‡9 Tag of the MARC 
holdings field

Only valid contents are 853, 854, 855, 863, 864 and 865.

Subfield ‡9 is always the first subfield in the field. Subfield definition is dependent 
on the field recorded in subfield ‡9. All subfield code values have meaning only 
within the MARC field definition for the field recorded in subfield ‡9.

http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relahome.html
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Example The following is a 853 field for a journal and the associated 863 field for the first 
issue:

891 00 ‡9 853 ‡8 1 ‡a v. ‡b no. ‡u 12 ‡v r ‡i (year) ‡j month ‡w m ‡x 01
891 30 ‡9 863 ‡8 1.1 ‡a 1 ‡b 1 ‡i 1987 ‡j 01

Printing Field 891 does not print.
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896 Local Series Added Entry–Personal Name (R) 
Input Standards

Definition A personal name/title used as a locally devised series added entry. Use when the 
added entry form of a series is different from that in the corresponding series 
statement. Field 896 is usually justified by a series statement (field 490) or a general 
note (field 500) relating to the series. For reproductions, it may be justified by a 
series statement in field 533 (Reproduction Note), subfield ‡f. Use for the following 
types of personal names: 

Names of persons capable of authorship
Phrases having the structure of forenames or surnames. Use this type of entry if a 
phrase characterizes an author and is the only clue to the author’s identity 
Names of families

See the Input Standards table for a list of indicator values and subfields and field 
100 for instructions and additional examples.

Optional/Optional
1st Indicator Type of personal name entry element
0 Forename
1 Surname
3 Family name
2nd Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Personal name (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡b Numeration (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡c Titles and other words associated with a name (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡d Dates associated with a name (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡e Relator term (R) Optional/Optional
‡f Date of a work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡g Miscellaneous information  (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡h Medium (NR) Optional/Optional
‡j Attribution qualifier (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡k Form subheading (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡l Language of a work  (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡m Medium of performance for music  (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡n Number of part/section of a work  (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡o Arranged statement for music (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡p Name of part/section of a work (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡q Fuller form of name  (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡r Key for music (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡s Version (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡t Title of a work (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡u Affiliation  (NR) Optional/Optional
‡v Volume/sequential designation (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡4 Relator code  (R) Optional/Optional
‡9 Special entry (NR) Optional/Optional
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896 1 Armstrong, Louis, ‡d 1900-1971. ‡4 prf ‡t Louie Armstrong (Universal 
City Studios) ; ‡v 6.

896 1 Bach, Johann Sebastian, ‡d 1685-1750. ‡t Sonaten und Partiten, ‡m 
violin, ‡n BWV 1001-1006 (Temerson).

896 1 Berenholtz, Jim, ‡d 1957- ‡t Teachings of the feathered serpent ; ‡v bk. 
1.

896 1 Donaldson, Stephen R. ‡t Chronicles of Thomas Covenant, the 
Unbeliever ; ‡v bk. 1.

896 1 Joyce, James, ‡d 1882-1941. ‡t James Joyce archive.

896 1 McCaffrey, Anne. ‡t Dragonriders of Pern.

896 1 Poe, Edgar Allan, ‡d 1809-1849. ‡t Works. ‡l German. ‡f 1922. ‡s Rosl 
; ‡v 1. Bd.

896 1 Shakespeare, William, ‡d 1564-1616. ‡t Works. ‡f 1984. ‡s Cambridge 
University Press.

896 1 Sousa, John Philip, ‡d 1854-1932. ‡t Marches, ‡m band. ‡k Selections 
(Sousa American bicentennial collection) ; ‡v v. 1.

1st Indicator Type of personal name entry element

0 Forename

1 Surname

3 Family name

2nd Indicator Undefined

b/ Undefined

Subfield note

‡9 Special entry This subfield is user defined.

Printing Field 896 does not  print.
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897 Local Series Added Entry–Corporate Name (R) 
Input Standards

Definition A corporate name name/title used as a locally devised series added entry. Use when 
the added entry form of a series is different from that in the corresponding series 
statement. An 897 field is usually justified by a series statement (field 490) or a 
general note (field 500) relating to the series. For reproductions, it may be justified 
by a series statement in field 533 (Reproduction Note), subfield ‡f.

Corporate names are the names of agencies, associations, businesses, firms, 
governments, institutions, nonprofit enterprises, performing groups, etc. Use for the 
following types of corporate names:

Organized bodies entered directly under their own names 
Organized bodies entered under names of political jurisdictions 
Political jurisdictions standing alone 
Special corporate names, such as names of abbeys, cathedrals, churches, 
denominations, monasteries, missions, musical groups, parishes, priories, 
programs, studies and vessels (e.g., Catholic Church, Dire Straits (Musical 
group), Monasterio Las Descalzas (Lima, Peru), New York Philharmonic, or 
Writers’ Program)

Optional/Optional
1st Indicator Type of corporate name entry element
0 Inverted name
1 Jurisdiction name
2 Name in direct order
2nd Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Corporate name or jurisdiction name as entry element (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡b Subordinate unit (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡c Location of meeting (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡d Date of meeting or treaty signing (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡e Relator term (R) Optional/Optional
‡f Date of work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡g Miscellaneous information (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡h Medium (NR) Optional/Optional
‡k Form subheading (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡l Language of a work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡m Medium of performance for music (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡n Number of part/section/meeting (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡o Arranged statement for music (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡p Name of part/section of a work (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡r Key for music (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡s Version (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡t Title of a work (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡u Affiliation  (NR) Optional/Optional
‡v Volume/sequential designation (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡4 Relator code  (R) Optional/Optional
‡9 Special entry (NR) Optional/Optional



897 Local Series Added Entry–Corporate Name (R)  (cont.)

8xx 8:41

Names of conferences, conventions, exhibitions, expeditions, festivals and 
meetings entered indirectly, that is, under the name of a corporate body (e.g., 
Labour Party (Great Britain). Conference) 

See the Input Standards table for a list of indicator values and subfields and field 
110 for instructions and additional examples.

897 1 United States. ‡b Dept. of the Army. ‡t Field manual.

897 2 Central Institute of Indian Languages. ‡t CIIL linguistic atlas series ; ‡v 
1.

897 2 John Bartholomew and Son. ‡t Bartholomew world travel series ; ‡v 10.

1st Indicator Type of corporate name entry element

0 Inverted name

1 Jurisdiction name

2 Name in direct order

2nd Indicator Undefined

b/ Undefined

Subfield note

‡9 Special entry This subfield is user defined.

Printing Field 897 does not print.



8:42 Bibliographic Formats and Standards

898 Local Series Added Entry–Meeting Name (R) 
Input Standards

Definition A meeting or conference name/title used as a locally devised series added entry. Use 
when the added entry form of a series is different from that in the corresponding 
series statement. An 898 field is usually justified by a series statement (field 490) or 
a general note (field 500) relating to the series. For reproductions, it may be justified 
by a series statement in field 533 (Reproduction Note), subfield ‡f. Series added 
entries for meetings entered subordinately to a corporate body are recorded in field 
810. 

Conference or meeting names are the names of athletic contests, conferences, 
exhibitions, expositions, festivals, meetings and scientific expeditions. See “4xx 
Introduction” for more information.

See the Input Standards table for a list of indicator values and subfields and field 
111 for instructions and additional examples.

898 2 Conference of Latin Americanist Geographers. ‡t Publication series ; ‡v 
v. 1.

898 2 Delaware Symposium on Language Studies. ‡t Delaware symposia on 
language studies ; ‡v 4.

Optional/Optional
1st Indicator Type of meeting name entry element
0 Inverted name
1 Jurisdiction name
2 Name in direct order
2nd Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Meeting name or jurisdiction name as entry element (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡c Location of meeting  (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡d Date of meeting (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡e Subordinate unit (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡f Date of a work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡g Miscellaneous information (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡h Medium (NR) Optional/Optional
‡k Form subheading (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡l Language of a work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡n Number of part/section/meeting (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡p Name of part/section of a work (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡q Name of meeting following jurisdiction name entry element (NR) Optional. Pre-AACR2 only/Optional. Pre-

AACR2 only
‡s Version (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡t Title of a work (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡u Affiliation (NR) Optional/Optional
‡v Volume number/sequential designation (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡4 Relator code (R) Optional/Optional
‡9 Special entry (NR) Optional/Optional



898 Local Series Added Entry–Meeting Name (R)  (cont.)

8xx 8:43

898 2 International Congress of Nutrition ‡n (11th : ‡d 1978 : ‡c Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil). ‡t Nutrition and food science ; ‡v v. 1.

898 2 Vatican Council ‡n (2nd : ‡d 1962–1965). ‡t Decretum de 
presbyterorum ministerio et vita. 

1st Indicator Type of meeting name entry element.  

0 Inverted name

1 Jurisdiction name

2 Name in direct order

2nd Indicator Undefined

b/ Undefined

Subfield note

‡9 Special entry This subfield is user defined.

Printing Field 898 does not print. 



8:44 Bibliographic Formats and Standards

899 Local Series Added Entry–Uniform Title (R) 
Input Standards

Definition A uniform title used as a locally devised series added entry. Use when the added 
entry form of a series title is different from that in the corresponding series 
statement. An 899 field is usually justified by a series statement (field 490) or a 
general note (field 500) relating to the series. For reproductions, it may be justified 
by a series statement in field 533  (Reproduction Note), subfield ‡f. Use for the 
following types of uniform titles:

Anonymous works
Composite manuscripts or manuscript groups
Concordats
Names of journals and newspapers
Radio and television programs
Motion pictures and videorecordings
Treaties and inter-governmental agreements

See “4xx Introduction” for more information.

1st Indicator Undefined. The 1st indicator position is undefined and contains a blank (b/  ).

b/ Undefined

2nd Indicator Nonfiling characters. The number of character positions associated with a definite 
or indefinite article (e.g., An or The) at the beginning of a title and that are 
disregarded in sorting and filing processes. 

Current practice is to enter the title without articles and use 2nd indicator value 0. 

Optional/Optional
1st Indicator Undefined
b/ Undefined
2nd Indicator Nonfiling characters
0 No nonfiling characters
1-9 Number of nonfiling characters present
Subfields  (R=Repeatable NR=Nonrepeatable) Input Standards
‡a Uniform title (NR) Mandatory/Mandatory
‡d Date of treaty signing (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡f Date of a work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡g Miscellaneous information (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡h Medium (NR) Optional/Optional
‡k Form subheading (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡l Language of a work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡m Medium of performance for music (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡n Number of part/section of a work (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡o Arranged statement for music (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡p Name of part/section of a work (R) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡r Key for music (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡s Version (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡t Title of a work (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡v Volume number/sequential designation (NR) Required if applicable/Required if applicable
‡9 Special entry (NR) Optional/Optional



899 Local Series Added Entry–Uniform Title (R)  (cont.)

8xx 8:45

0 No nonfiling characters. No initial article character positions are disregarded. 
Use value 0 if the title does not begin with an article.

899 0 Collection africaine

Diacritical marks or special characters at the beginning of a series statement field 
that does not begin with an initial article are not counted as nonfiling characters.

899 0 Ökonomische Studien ; ‡v Bd. 22

1-9 Number of nonfiling characters present.  A field begins with a definite or 
indefinite article that is disregarded in sorting and filing processes. Enter the 
number of characters in the article, plus spaces, punctuation, diacritical marks 
and special characters that precede the first significant word.

Any diacritical mark or special character associated with the first filing character 
is not included in the count of nonfiling characters.

Subfields

‡a Uniform title The uniform title. Enter parenthetical information added to make a title distinctive 
in subfield ‡a. Use subfield ‡d to record the date of signing added to a uniform title 
for a treaty.

899 0 Imago (Series)

‡d Date of treaty 
signing

The date of signing for a treaty or other intergovernmental agreement. 

899 0 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms ‡d (1950). ‡k Protocols, etc., ‡d 1963 Sept. 16.

‡f Date of a work The date of publication used with a title of a work.

899 0 Bible. ‡l English. ‡s Anchor Bible. ‡f 1964.

‡g Miscellaneous 
information

Data not identified in other subfields.

‡h Medium A media qualifier used with a title of a work in a name/title field. 

‡k Form subheading Standardized phrases added to a heading to gather records for certain kinds of 
materials. Form subheadings include: Manuscript; Protocols, etc.; Selections. 

899 0 Koran. ‡l English. ‡k Selections.

‡l Language of a work The name of the language or the term representing the language (e.g., Polyglot) of a 
work.

899 0 Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons ‡d (1968). ‡l 
Spanish. ‡f 1977.

‡m Medium of 
performance for music

Terms designating the medium of performance.

899 0 Concertos, ‡m violin, string orchestra.
[Uniform title heading is used for a work of unknown authorship.]

‡n Number of part/
section of a work

The number designation for a part/section of a work. Numbering is defined as an 
indication of sequencing in any form (e.g., Book two, Part 1 or Supplement A). 
Separate multiple numberings with a comma.

899 0 Denkm äler deutscher Tonkunst. ‡n 1. Folge (1957) ; ‡v Bd. 1.



8:46 Bibliographic Formats and Standards

899 Local Series Added Entry–Uniform Title (R)  (cont.)

‡o Arranged 
statement for music

The abbreviation arr. used in a uniform title field.

899 0 God save the king; ‡o arr. ‡f 1982.

‡p Name of part/
section of a work

A name designation of a part/section of a work.

899 0 Acta Universitatis Carolinae. ‡p Iuridica. ‡p Monographia.

‡r Key for music The statement of key in which the music is written.

899 0 Concertos, ‡m violin, string orchestra, ‡r D major.

‡s Version The versions, edition, etc., information. 

899 0 Bible. ‡p N.T. ‡l Korean. ‡s Ross version.

‡t Title of a work The title page title of a work. Unlikely to be used in field 899.

‡v Volume number/
sequential 
designation

The volume number or other sequential designation used in conjunction with the 
series statement.

899 0 Serie Mariano Azvela ; ‡v 2.

‡9 Special entry This subfield is user defined.

Printing Field 899 does not print.
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